
This list was commissioned by the wife of a patron who likes mysteries but doesn't like swearing in his
fiction. He enjoyed Perry Mason novels and also needed large type fiction, which dictated the
recommendations I gave. In general, I stuck with authors who were on record talking about their lack of
profanity in their work or more classic authors from a time when cursing was much less common in
publishing. I can't guarantee that the books are truly profanity free, but they should give him a good start
on books that are more in line with what he is wanting to read. 

Agatha Christie’s books. The ultimate classic mystery with a focus on clever puzzles, like Perry Mason.
Not as interested in the lawyering, though, and the settings are almost always England. 
Lilian Jackson Braun’s Cat Who series. Fun, unusual books noted for their lack of profanity. Two cats
help their journalist owner solve crimes. Focuses more on the colorful characters and the small-town
setting than the mystery aspect. If he enjoys these, he may also like Christian writer Gilbert Morris’s
Jacques and Cleo trilogy, which has a similar premise about cats helping their owners solve crimes. 
John Grisham’s fiction. Occasional profanity in his books but tends to be quite mild and infrequent.
Mostly writes legal thrillers, which will likely also appeal to a Perry Mason fan. 
Alan Bradley’s Flavia de Luce series. Whimsical, humorous series focused on a bright young girl who
solves bizarre crimes in 1950s England. The books have a darkly comic edge to them that some of the
other recommendations lack but are noted for their clean content. Blends unique characters with clever
sleuthing and unusual mysteries. 
Tony Hillerman’s books. Vivid mysteries set on the Navajo Reservation and feature Navajo detectives.
Perfect for patrons who like both mysteries and Westerns, which this reader did. 
Alexander McCall Smith’s work. McCall has several mystery series, with settings ranging from Scotland
to Botswana to Scandinavia. Quirky characters and the vibrant settings are as important as the mysteries. 
Mary Higgins Clark’s books. Fast-paced thrillers that focus on women protagonists who find themselves
in danger. 

 

Note: We can also try to find Christian mysteries and cozy mysteries if he is interested. Both genres tend to
feature little if any profanity. The cozy mysteries are often geared toward women readers, though, which can
make some men uncomfortable. 
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